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Barbecue Sauce Containing Fish
Many consumers have noticed that there are a number of BBQ sauces with Kashrus
certification, such as the Jim Beam BBQ sauces, that have anchovies, a fish product, listed in
the ingredients. The Shulchan Aruch1, based on the Gemara in Pesachim2, writes that one
should be careful not to eat fish and meat together because it is harmful. As such, can these
BBQ sauces be used with meat?
While the longstanding custom is to be careful about eating fish and meat together, these
sauces raise an interesting question. In actuality, there is only a miniscule amount of fish in
the BBQ sauce. The anchovies listed on the label is only a small part of a Worcestershire
sauce that is an ingredient in the BBQ sauce. In the final product the fish ingredient is only
around 2/10 of 1% of the BBQ sauce!
Generally, in Kashrus we use the principle of Bitul Beshishim, that taste is nullified in sixty
times its volume. For this reason, if a drop of milk falls into a large pot of cholent, it will still
be permitted because the taste is not discernable and according to Halacha it is not
considered significant. In our question about the BBQ sauces, this is certainly the case. The
fish ingredients are Batel many times over. The question becomes whether or not the
principle of Bitul Bishishim applies to the issue of eating fish and meat together. The problem
with eating fish and meat together is not a Kashrus issue but a health concern. Is the danger
of eating fish and meat together mitigated when the fish is Batel Beshishim?
This question is a dispute between the Ta”z and Shach3, the two classic commentaries on
Yoreh Deah. The Ta”z cities the Issur Veheter, who wrote that Bitul Beshishim is sufficient.
The Ta”z then brings the question of the Darkei Moshe, who asks why should sixty be
sufficient concerning a health issue? The sages were stringent about drinking a liquid that
may have snake venom and did not rely on Bitul Beshishim. The same should be true for
eating fish and meat together. The Ta”z concurs with the Darkei Moshe and concludes that
Bitul Beshishim does not help for an issue of danger.
The Sha”ch in Nekudas HaKesef, disagrees. He writes that the issue here is the taste of the
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fish and once it is not discernible it is sufficient. The vast majority of Achronim follow the
Sha”ch, including the Pri Chadash, Chavos Yair, Chasam Sofer, Chochmas Odom, Aruch
Hashulchan, Kaf Hachayim and Maharsham,4 among others. Many differentiate between an
actual poison like venom, which is extremely dangerous and a food combination which is
only an issue when there is a significant amount.
We have demonstrated that the vast majority of Poskim rely on Bitul Beshishim for fish and
meat. However, is it still advisable to be stringent based on the concept of “Chamira Sakanta
Meisura”, that a risk to life is more serious that a prohibition?
The Magen Avraham5 raises the possibility that the nature of the world has changed and
eating fish and meat together is no longer a significant danger. The Mishnah Berura cites the
Magen Avraham.
The Chasam Sofer takes this further. He points out that the Rambam, who had great medical
knowledge, does not include eating fish and meat in his list of the many dangers prohibited
by Chazal. The Chasam Sofer understands that this omission clearly demonstrates that the
Rambam no longer considered this to be a danger. The Chasam Sofer concludes that while
we should keep the longstanding custom of not eating fish and meat together, when there is
a doubt or surely when it is Batel Beshishim, one can certainly be lenient. Many
contemporary Poskim, including Rav Shmuel Wosner6 and Rav Yisroel Belsky, Zichronam
Levrocha, follow this approach.
Furthermore, the common custom is to be careful with actually eating fish and meat
together but not to treat it with the same severity as milk and meat. For example, we are
lenient with using the same dishes or oven (not at the same time). Following this custom,
when the fish is Batel Beshishim, which would even be permitted with milk and meat, it
should be sufficient.7
Interestingly, the Darkei Teshuva8 cites sources that there is no issue to intentionally nullify
fish into meat. Generally, Halacha only allows relying on the principle of Bittul after the fact,
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